
Habibat Abdulaziz
Craig Abrahamson

Sean Ahrens
Justin Albertson

OlhaAnanko
Amber Anderson
Andrea Anderson
Emily Anderson

Katie Anderson
Renee Anderson
Sarah Anderson
Kyle Angstrom
Stephanie Ball
Logan Barrett
Kody Barton

Michelle Bergeson

Whitney Berrett
Kyle Beste

Douglas Biehn
Aaron Boland

Katherine Booton
Vanessa Brayton
Brittany Brown
Travis Brown

ACADEMIC FUN:
When your schedule is
your own worst or best
friend ....

-COORDINATING their senior party, Iva Myers
('05) and ChelseaWeddell ('05) try to figure out
what to serve. Senior parties started in May and
continued throughout the month until graduation.

-HEADING to class, students use heavy backpacks
so they don't have to go to their lockers. Even
though they heard about back problems from
carrying heavy packs, they continued to use them.

®PEOPLE

-MEASURING out paint for nail1tin","-lla"
Rogers ('06) tries to mix colors for the she is
completing for the art show. Students worked
Mrs. Howe on proposing a project and then used
time independentally to work on it.

GREEN SLIP

During the second semester, the "green slip"

became the color yellow ...thus the name

"green"! Confusing? YES!

FAST FACT

The early bird
classes started at
7:20 and dismissed
at 8:00. Two
classes, art and
careers proved
the idea was a
success.

• Boone, Iowa

Congratulations to Aaron Mack and Pat Schaefer

Boone Rehabilitation Services, p.e.
608 Carroll St. • 515-432-7729



• CTING out, Tory McMahon ('05) hits the snack cart for
extra dose of nourishment before heading to painting

t: ss, The cart was available in the Commons area because
taff from the cafeteria rolled it down through the halls

order to sell the food.

ITIING the pottery wheel, Anthony Moyer ('06) tries
finish a project. Cody graduated at mid-term and hoped

ntinue his art interest with some type of vocational

Candice Buchanan
Brittany Buckley
Kaci Busch
Amanda Butler
Rachel Byrd
Erin Cain
Jordan Camp
James Carlson

Leah Clark
Shannon Clayton
Melanie Collins
Kendle Cook
Emily Cowan
Lindsay Craven
Tim Darby
Baylee Davidson

Caleb Davis
Elizabeth Derry
Janna Devoogd
Allyssa Doran
Kimberly Downs
Samantha Dubert
Samuel Duffy
Brett Dunnick

ART TRIES SPEAKING
Students find comfort and relaxation when
working on projects and getting graded for it

A s unusual as it seemed,
students could hardly wait
for the test. They wanted

to know how to improve their
work. They encouraged the input
of the teacher.

What class brought this kind
of enthusiasm? The class was
pottery and the teacher was Mr.
Verlin Potts.

"I knew that I wanted to take
this class because I had heard so
much about it from my friends, II

junior Derek Merk said.
One of the main things that

happened in this classroom
compared to others was the
independent responsibility that
Mr. Potts gave to every student.
Yes, he took roll, but after that,
everyone was doing his or her
own thing.

"You could walk by his room
and hear him calling out names
as loud as he could. It seemed
like kids off, and we

did, but we also had to work and
show him what we learned,"
senior Bre Kathman said. "He
taught me to have confidence in
my work and he was the reason
that I took Grand Prize at the
Conference Art competition."

Even though some kids got
away with more than they should
because they were out in the hall,
they also learned more than they
expected in the pottery class.

-FINALIZING a project on the wheel, art instructor
Mr. Verlin Potts shows how to level off the top of a
project. Mr. Potts taught art for 31 years as well as
worked on prom decorations with students.

TESTING 1,2,3 ... TARA SEBRING ('06)
"Sometimes, I can hardly wait to graduate so I can get started with my own life.
Then I think I will have to pay for everything and I panic."



Jasmine Dykstra
David Eastlund
Kelly Eckhart

Adam Edelman
Alexandria Edelman

Haley Elliott
Brandon Elsberry
Kendra Elsberry

Douglas Erb
Britanie Feldmann
Charles Fitzgerald
Danielle Fitzgerald

Eric Frank
Joseph Gaumer

Manuel Gonzalez Santos
Brandon Goodman

Brady Green
Jessica Greer
Lacie Greiner
Daniel Griffin
Aubry Haberer
Russell Harder
Sterling Heiner

Samantha Henry

Thinking it through
Whether it was alone or with
a friend, memories made
while in school could never be
replaced with anything else.

"If it wasn't for wrestling, I would probably skip
school all the time."

•Brett Warrick ('07)

'TEACHING can become much more challenging as
Emma Reinertson takes her catapult out of her car
trunk. Science classes added one more element when
it came to kids teaching kids

"I constantly am trying to goof off in school,
Idon't get in trouble much but maybe Ijust
don't get caught"

'TAKING a break in the cafeteria, freshmen visit over
food from the snack bar. Students had the choice of
main dish, salad or snack bar.•Bryant Knox ('08)

@PEOPLE

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!
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Ryne Hilsabeck
Tara Hodges
Sarah Hodgson
Nicole Honkomp
Aaron Howell
Ashley Huff
Bethany Huffman
Ryan Hull

Abby Hyatt
Joseph Indvik
Elizabeth Jay
Kyle Johnson
Jason Jones
Nicole Jones
Christina Kenney
Page Kinyon

Edward Kleich
Jacob Kiesel
Brandon Kline
Monica Koenen
Joel Kramer
Bethany Kruse
Joshua Ladd
Crystal Leaf

FOOD....THE STAPLE
OF SCHOOL LIFE

·SPENDING time together
ver the lunch hour, juniors
allenge themselves to get
rough the meal and back to

school in 48 minutes.

EEDOM of expression allows students to be
lves while in school, whether they are

-:arID the time with their friends or trying to
eir "thing" alone.

Carrying a
backpack
can cause
back prob
lems but
the benefit
of avoiding
lockers
made it
worth it.

"If they make that a
rule, I'm in trouble.
I don't want to go
to my locker every
day. First it's the
dress code then the
backpacks. Why
does it all happen to
our class?"
Wyatt Elsberry
('07)

because I have ev
erything I need with
me all the time."
DaNeil Olson ('06)

The students
appeared to
carryall of their
belongings in the
small pack on
their backs.

The rules
constantly
changed
but the
impact on
students
was usu
ally pre
dictable...

"I would love to see
them eliminated. I
understand the
convenience for the
students but it makes
the classrooms really
crowded. It's danger
ous to walk around
because I catch my
foot on them."
Mrs. Jill Bass, Math

It might be my opinion but... "It would probably
make much more
room in the halls.
They are so crowded
that it's hard to pass
to other classes."
Dan Reetz ('07)

"Wearing my backpack
keeps me in shape and
gives me space in the
halls."

Bryce Mitchel ('07)

"I would never
make it to class
without my
backpack."
Britt Putzier ('07)

"I carry everything
in my backpack. I
don't even have
to carry a purse

TESTING 1,2,3... GREG MATHIES ('05)
-I don't care what they do for rules in the future. I'm outta here and
on't have to follow them."



REWARD FOR HELP
Students found a variety of
ways to suggest rewards from
teachers. Most often it involved
food.

'BREAKING the hat rule, Dan Schlieman
('OS)sits at the Whistle stop waiting to place
an order. Dan went with a group from
publications during their open time.

·PAGE partners, Kayla VanPelt ('05) and Sarah
McCloud ('05) take a break from a busy day at
school. Kayla missed several weeks of school
due to knee surgery.

·ONE more hat, Justin Nelson ('05) enjoys
a breakfast out. Students often used their
open campus time to go out for lunch or for
breakfast because they didn't have time to eat
at home.

'TURNING in their order for a light
lunch, Iva Myer ('05) and Becky
Wittrock ('05) enjoy time together at the
Whistle Stop.

Tell what you are thinking
Sarah Hodgson ('06) "I think Mr. McPartland
reminds me of a celebrity because he looks like
the mummy from "The Mummy"."
AJ Longnecker ('06) "Mr. Gould could be in
"G - Unit" or a super hero because he could
save lives with math."

Anne Philo ('07) "If I could be any teacher, I
would choose to be Mrs. Dupuis so that I could
read To Kill a Mockingbird every year and then
teach it."

Greg Davis ('07) "If I could change the school
mascot, I would change it to Dan Siders [mainte
nance] because he is the man."

Nate Zantow ('06) "I think the teacher and the
student who are most like each other are Mr.
Gould and Alex Wiley because they are both
really super neat kids." ..................................................................................

Traci Moklestad ('08) "If I could give advice to
anyone trying to change things about their life I
would say, 'Each day is a new day!'"

"I don1do
much Of
anything. Ido
enjoy being
treated to some
fine food every
once in awhile,
though.·
Joe Lanstrum

('05)

@PEOPLE

Congratulations to Class of 2005!
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Andrew Longnecker
Tyler Lyons
Nathan MacDougall
Kayla Madden
Coty Mallicoat
Heather McAlpine
Nicole McCabe
Shaylia McDanel

Andrew McGuire
Derek Merk
Amanda Messerly
Cody Miller
Kyle Miller
Michael Mitchell
Nicole Moklestad
Learae Moore

Zachery Moore
Anthony Moyer
Stephanie Musser
Bradley Myers
Justin Neely
Darby Nelson
Nichole O'Rourke
Jessica O'Tool

• RACTlCING the picalo in the band practice rooms,
ica Colvin ('05) uses her open campus time to work
n ell music. Band members found that there was

Iy enough time to go over music during band practice
y had to use their own time to practice for lessons and

MUSIC HITS THE EARS
Participation in the music program provides
opportunities for high school and the future

To some, playing an
instrument seemed like
an impossible talent. For

those who were in band, the skill
became automatic.

Taking lessons since the age
of nine or ten sounds incredible.
However, when compared to little
league baseball and softball, it
wasn't too over the top.

"I knew when I started band
that I wanted to become as
involved as possible. I found
that working sometimes made
it difficult though," senior Hilary
Knox said .
. The benefits of band played

well into the future. Sometimes,
students continued with band
once they got into college and
other times, they just took
advantage of the municipal band
and played in summer concerts.

"I didn't know how much I
would enjoy band until I found the

break it gave me while I was
studying," senior David Imberti
said.

In addition to concert band
and contests, the members
participated in marching band.
Several had the opportunity
to work with the ISU band
members in order to create
some halftime productions. Mrs.
Melissa Smith's husband was
the ISU marching band director.

'EXPERIENCING a typical band moment, Molly
Haberl ('08) goes over the music for competition.
Students, especially freshmen, wanted to experience
as much as they could while they were in high
school.

1
TESTING 1,2,3... HANNAH TRIPP ('05)
~Ihave never run out of gas and I don't worry about it because my
arents fill my tank."



Daneil Olson
John Olson

Shaine Osler
Cory Oswald

Emily Ouverson
Jordan Peterson

Matthew Pfannes
Earin Pilk

Heather Price
Derek Prouty

Gabrielle Putzier
Grant Redeker

Benjamin Reedy
Daniel Reetz

Amanda Reinertson
Jessica Richmond

Malarie Riker
Jessica Robinson
Stephen Rogers
Joseph Russell

Krista Samuelson
Jayme Schaffner
Joshua Schmidt

Heather Schoenherr

I
I
I
I
I
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I
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"Just having fun, that is the
biggest thing about being in
high school. I know that we
are supposed to be studying
while we are in school, but I
think the number one priority
should be goofing off. If we
work at a job, we shouldn't
have to work at school. That's
just wrong."

-Meqan Boyer, '05
1.= -"'"_=- __ '--=_, --_c..,,_ --__ -_"" .•

,
I
I

'STUDENTS often find themselves getting
bored with the regular routine of the day, Ashley
Schultz ('07) claim to be a super fan and follow
the Toreadors to the game. Becky Wittrock ('05)
shows just how large her mouth is, Matt Briley
('05) works on a graphic arts assignment.

"The race track
calls my name.

I spend every
weekend out there

once the season
starts. It's loud but it

Shopping ... d
"Ther's no mall I'd pass Just mspIres me to 0
by with the chance of hinz."somet mg.shopping."
Megan Wilcox('05) Jessica Elliott ('05)

Read Dancing Earn money Shopping Be with my son
"Reading helps with "I live for my "Someday, I willbe "I love to look for "I loveplaying with
escape, dancing. It relaxes a millionaire. I love really cool clothes. I my son and our
Mrs. Karen Hesser me. working." also like hair cuts." dog."
(Eng.) with Hartley Ashley Reuter ('05) Joe Graham ('05) Brett Hudson ('05) Renee Dotzler ('05)

@PEOPLE 1500 S. Story Street 515-432-5167
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Benjamin Schroeder
Tara Sebring
Jill Sheehan
Deola Smith
David Solomon
Daniel Sorenson
Amy Sperling
James Stolfus

Michelle Stone
Brandiy Stoneburner
Beau Stormer
Shawn Sundine
Cale Swanson
Kyrsten Swenson
Brittany Taylor
Jared Thompson

"I tried to hang in there for the year. But once the warm weather
started, that was it!" ·Anthony Wood ('06)

DAYS FILLED WITH
ENTERTAINMENT
Students find variety of
ways to cope with school

·DISCUSSING an assignment in class, Alex
Edelman ('06) goes over some of the problems
with the group work. Alex said she learned
more computer skills during the year.

·GOOFING around and playing some poker, Jacob
Schmidt ('06) entertains web design students. Because
of the increasing popularity of poker, students played
the game more often in school.

·SWINGING in a whole new way, students head to
McHose for a cool fall day of play. Students often
received a fine for being in the park after closing
hours.

·GOING back to her childhood memories,
Ashlee Delance ('05) enjoys time on a slide.
Students often went to McHose Park for fun.

TESTING 1,2,3 ... GABE LANZ ('05)
My best pick up lines are 'Did it hurt? When you fell from heaven?
Call the cops! She just stole my heart!' "



HEADING TO FINAL
Throughout the years, it
became more and more
important to check out the
requirements for graduation.

'HEADING down the hall to class, Joe Graham
('05) and Ian Nelson ('05) try to wake up. First
hour usually was the most difficult for kids to
attend on time.

'PROJECTS in class mean that there may
much discussion about how to handle the
division of duty for seniors Jess Thompson,
Matt Beyer and Iva Meyer.

'LOOKING for trouble, Joey Byrie! ('07)
attempts to do a little weightlifting by using a
student desk. Students often tried to get the
attention of the social studies teachers sitting at
the end of their hallway.

'CREATING a special effect, Holly
VanCannon pushes her face against the
plastic on the children's slide. Students
went to McHose for photography

Waiting for attention
What's your best distraction?
Leah Clark ('07) "I like to run. I try to get up
early in the morning during cross country but
then after that season, I try to run any time that
I have an hour or more to spend doing it. I also
work at my dad's store.

Michelle Farley ('05) "I like to spend time with
friends and I like to dance."

AJ Smith ('05) "Spending time with my friends is
the best way to spend time. I don't care what we
do but it usually revolves around poker or some
kind of sport."

Mr. Ted Hora (Business Ed.) "I try to spend as
much time as possible with my family. I was
in Afghanistan last school year and I missed
them every day. I can't get that time back but I
can make sure I take advantage of it now."

Will Oatman ('05) "I enjoy working with the
drama productions. I find the time I spend
here helpful with my selection of a future
career. I also get to spend time with friends
when I'm doing it."

muchsround
the house
and my mom
doesn'tOke
that. I am real
good at spend
ing time with
friends, though.
Jesica Nelson

('08)

@PEOPLE

Congratulations Seniors!
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Katie Young
Nathan Zantow

I
'GOOFING OFF with their siblings, David ('08) with Tim
l)6) Darby and Danny ('05) with Jess ('08) Jenkins attempt
• how what it's like to have a sibling in the same building.
O\'eactually get along pretty good and don't fight much at

all: Tim said.

Sarah Thompson
Richard Tilley
Laura Todd
Lisa Tourtellott
Emmy Truckenmiller
Sarah Trudeau
Ross Tuttle
Lucas Ullestad

Hollie Vancannon
Anne Volker
Dana Wade
Kevin Wailes
Rachel Walters
Tessa Welterlen
Brian West
Jared West

Valerie Wetherby
Dustin White
Alex Wiley
Jared Winters
Jonathan Wonderly
Anthony Wood
Lucas Woodley
Cindy Wright

SIBLING RIVALRY KNOWS
Sisters and brothers find ways to get along
while in school even if it is hard to do at home

Trying to figure out the birth
order might help some
people as they tried to

figure out how to get along with a
sibling.

"I try to get along with my
younger sister [Jenny ('07)]
because I would think it would
be nice to have an older brother.
I even have tried to help her
with homework at times," senior
Aaron Mack said.

At times, the brother and sister
didn't really do much together but
they knew they could depend on
each other if there was ever a
need.

"My older sister tried to help
me figure out what classes to

take in high school. It's good to
have someone who knows this,"
freshman Bryant Knox said.

Sometimes the benefit of a
sibling is just having one.

.TRYING to talk over the troubles of being sisters,
Emma ('05) and Amanda ('06) Reinertson meet in
the hall. "We get along and share clothes when we
find something that fits both of us," Emma said,

TESTING 1,2,3... LAURA BADE ('05)
"I have no idea what I want to do with my life, but I'm ready for college.
I need a change. II



Kendall Abbey
Brandon Alden
Amanda Allen
Bryant Allen

Benjamin Anderson
Eric Anderson

Rachel Appenzeller
Benjamin Bachman

Mollie Baldus
Danielle Ballard
Michael Barker
Heather Bassett

Kristopher Beaman
Kayla Behling
Cory Behrendt
Ashley Bennett

Katie Bennett
Kathleen Blomgren
Nicole Bloomquist
Elisabeth Bravard

Hannah Briggs
Meighan Brown

Joshua Bryan
Haylee Burma

Getting in shape
PE classes offered varied
activities and encouraged
students to get in good
physical condition. Excercise
and good eating was a priority.

"I think students need to assess their activity
for good Mure health."

•Mrs. Sheila Madson, PE

"Igo out for sports in order to stay in shape. I
still don't understand why we have to take PE
when we go to sports practice."

•Shannon Clayton ('06)

·USING his ability to maneuver himself, Matt Kuester
(,07)tries to trace a woodburning pattern by using the
overhead projector. Students worked out in the hall
in order to have the space to move projectors back far
enough.

·STUDYING for a test, Mel Collins and Vannessa
Brayton ('06) take their books to the hall. Teachers
asked for group work a large majority of the time.

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

Boone & Scenic Valley Railroad
The Scenic Line • Boone, Iowa



Abby Burns
Jennifer Burrell
Allie Busse
Joseph Byriel
Haley Carper
Ty ler Cartee
Chelsea Cattanach
Deriek Chitty

Tanner Clayton
Katie Collins
Vennessa Collins
Nicholas Colvin
Whitney Conley
Jerod Conrad
Daniel Corey
Jenna Cornelius

.••...__ ._---,

Jeffery Courtney
Brianne Cox
Jacquelyn Crispin
Justin Crooks
Jason Curell
Gregory Davis
Brian Derry
Jacob Devore

TWISTIN' AND TURNIN'
TO BECOME FLEXIBLE

·TRYING to stretch before PE, Nichole
O'Rouke(06) watches the leader to see
what to do next Students met for PE
every other day and had to pass the
class each year in order to graduate.

-Preparing to work out aboveEmily
~yes middle Erin Cain and bottom Emmy
:ruckinmiller ('06)warm up before an intense
¥IDe of volleybalL Every student must take pe.

Physical
education
prepares stu
dents for the
lifelong hab
its that will
keep them
healthy and
in shape.

The number one that I would gradu- shown them studies The na-
complaint about

ate with my class. It on how good habits
tion is inwas worth it." formed today will be

graduation is the Iva Myers ('05) live-saving measures a crisis
PE requirement for the future."

that some don't "I think there are too Mr. Rick Davis, PE because
meet. many obese people of the poorin the nation and we "I think the athletes

need to do what we should get the credit eating
It might be my opinion but. .. "I hate to go to PE can to help people for PE. In some habits andand fell behind stay in shape." schools if you are out
"No, because we "Yes and no because on credits toward Pat Schaefer ('05) for a sport, you don't lack of
can find our own obesity is a problem graduation. I knew I have to take PE. I exercise
ways to get into and that is bad. I hate it wouldn't graduate so "The class is not a think that would be
shape." though." I went to futures to punishment for the good." in daily
Tyler Cartee ('07) Jenna Cornelius catch up and be sure students. We have Ryan Greco ('05) routine.

TESTING 1,2,3... NICK ELLIOTT ('05)
y biggest fears are dying, moving out and moving away."



CREATING A PROM
At one time during the year, it
was questionable whether the
juniors would actually decorate
for the Prom.

'LOADING up on the streamers, Ryne
Hilsabeck and Sean Ahrens climb on the top of
bleachers and begin to attach the paper. This
was no job for those afraid of heights.

'WORKING as a group, juniors try to make
cardboard look like things found on a treasure
island. The cardboard came from the appliance
stores.

'SHOWING what paint can do to hands,
Lauren Hackenmiller tries to threaten Tara
Sebring with a little color. In addition to the
work, there was also a lot of fun included in
the decorating process.

(§)PEOPLE

What's your favorite part of prom?
Jess Noelck ('05) "I absolutely loved my dress
and shopping for it. I wanted to get the most
perfect thing I could find and you know what? I
did! I will treasure that special night for the rest
of my life."

Kaci Busch ('05) "I loved seeing all the dresses
and just being with friends."

Kelly Pohl ('05) "It was fun being on Prom court.
I didn't expect it and when I was told I was on it, I
couldn't believe it. It was a nice group of kids on
court.

Mr. Verlin Potts (Art) "At one point in the
game, I would have said there was nothing
that was my favorite. But then, as usual, the
junior class all pulled together and it turned out
great." •

Kendle Cook ('05) "I had a lot of fun going
with a big group of friends. It didn't have to
be a serious time and we all could just be
ourselves. It was fun getting together and
having our pictures taken. It was all good."

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

PATTERSON DENTAL
2005 Lakewood Drive • 433-1700



• CTING like they were just about done with the job, a
FOOP of junior boys take the simple way out and sit on

bleachers to do their work. Many of the juniors were
on the Friday of decorating because they had a class

zampout the night before. Aubry Haberer and Brittanie
~ an try to figure out the best way to paint and stay

Andrew Doss
Nathan Duncan
Samantha Duncan
Jamie Eckard
Justin Edwards
Caleb Elliott
Wyatt Elsberry
Lisa Eppert

Logan Erb
Ashley Erickson
Donovan Erickson
Megan Erickson
Michael Ertz
Jon Farley
Jonathan Fitch
Heaven Fitchett

Amber Fitzsimmons
Blayne Fitzsimmons
Ryan Fliss
Jesse Frank
Jonathan Frank
Christina Garcia
Jesse Gaskill
Timothy Gehman

Michael George
Benjamin Getschman
Logan Gonzales
Domenik Gonzalez
Danielle Graham
Anthony Greco
Melissa Gunion
Caitlin Gustafson

PROM SPEAKS MEMO'RY
Students learn that putting a prom together
was more than fundraising and shopping
At one time, the Prom was a
gift that the junior class gave
the seniors. Everyone was
appreciative for the hard work
and little complaining took place.

The goal of the 'Treasure
Island" party was to have better
decorations than the year
before. To many, that goal was
accomplished.

"Last year they had a lot of
kits to put together and it looked
like cardboard. We really pulled
together to work with the stuff we
had and make it look really cool,"
Kevin Wailes said.

In an attempt to avoid
fundraising as in the past, the
class sent out letters to the

parents of the class, asking for
donations. In the past, the class
sold cheese and other things.
The letters earned more money
than the past fundraisers.

·FINALIZING the streamers, Tara Sebring and
Shannon Clayton sit on top of the lift in order to
connect the streamers. Someone stood below and
threw the paper up to them when they ran out.

TESTING 1,2,3... SARAH THOMPSON ('06)
- r. Gould's class is the most predictable because he says about the
same thing every day." SOPH



Kyle Habrich
Lauren Hackenmiller

Sean Hagan
Christina Hammer

Emily Hansen
Amanda Hanson
Chelsea Hartwig
David Hauge, Jr.

Brandi Heiner
Breena Heiner
Brittany Heldt

Tabbitha Henning
Taylor Henze

Aleesha Hopkins
Emily Hora

Brody Hoskins

Bret Houston
Rachel Howard
Michael Huff

Ryan Huffman
Tommy Hummell

Nicole Hunter
Natasha Jackson

Derrick Janes

r-------------------~"I think we try to offer as
many classes as we can so
that students have choices
depending on what they want
to do in the future. The thing
to remember is that sometimes
you change your mind. That's
why we try to encourage kids
to try a variety of classes."

·Mrs. Jeanne Duffy,
Counselor

~-------------------~
·STUDENTS work in the classroom in order to
get assignments done while getting the extra
help of teachers. Haylie Balm and Michelle
Farley work on a project together. Kevin Wailes
('06) shows no fear when it comes to chemistry
experiments.

"I have enjoyed
working with the
great staff and the
students during my
years at BHS. I will
miss everyone next
year when I am
retired. "
Mrs. JanJohnson

Media Tech

Not much
"I'm a senior. I just
am ready to move
on." Owen Berg

Playing tennis
"I couldn't wait for
spring to play."
Mary Pat McMullan

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE THING ABOUT SCHOOL?

My sister
"I'll missmy sis
when she's gone. II
Hanna Balm ('08)

Friends
"llike just hangin'
with my buddies."
Brad Booton ('08)

@PEOPLE

Having fun
"I like to make people
laugh."
Tyler Lurvey ('07)

Speech team
"I enjoy performing for
contests."
Josh Ladd ('06)

We are so proud of all seniors!
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-VISITING a student council sponsored bowling
event, Lindsay Craven listens to a middle school
student. Students tried to volunteer when needed.

-LOOKING for trouble, freshmen in ninth grade
speech, taste samples from demonstration speeches.
Some students made food while others showed how
to do other things.

Justin Jay
Matthew Johnson
Jason Keigley
Elizabeth Kelly
Shawna Kenarangi
Jason Kennedy
Alexander Kirby
Heather Klatt

Jenna Kramer
Nicholas Kriegel
Miyuki Kuroda
Matt Kuster
Scott Landgren
Joshua Larson
Katie Larson
Kayla Leffler

DAYS FILLED WITH
ENTERTAINMENT
Students find variety of
ways to cope with school

.WHILE taking a break from his work, Zach
Larson ('08) gets ready to visit. When students
sat a tables, they were more likely to talk.

TESTING 1,2,3 ... CALISTA CROUTHAMEL
y most boring class is English. It's boring and the teacher doesn't notice when

sleep. I just wake up when people slap me."



Mallory Lonergan
Shelby Long

Brittney Lowman
Daniel Lynch
Jenny Mack

Sareena Madden
Chantalle Martin
Michael Martz

Zachary Matthys
Emily McCaffery

Scott McCambridge
Akacia McCane

Terrence McCuddin
Elly McFarland

Charles McKinney
Stephen Merk

Bryce Michel
Amanda Mikesell
Anna Modeland

James Moore
Michael Morlan
Bradley Moyers

Curtis Myers
Adam Myers-Foltz

Job or Unemployed
Some people think that
jobs will just happen.
Unfortunately, the real world is
much more difficult than that.

·1think we need to have the chances to talk
about things like this.'

•Kbrstyne Skaare ('OS)

@PEOPLE

"1was in education for many years. It prepared
me not only for my retirement but allowed me
to work in real estate as well."

-Eldon Hutcheson, Boone realtor

-TEACHING others just how easy it is to work with
hair, Details volunteered to give girls a change of hair
with no charge. They did this while discussing the
possibility of a career.

-ONE SHORT visit with one of the professionals,
sophomores take the time to find out about a job.
Some students made some serious career choices after
the job fair.

432-5281

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

719StorvStrePAD~ L1\2e Clothing



Alex Myers-Foltz
Danielle Nelson
Kenneth Nissen
Jason Noelck
Timothy Nordin
Taylor Nystrom
Sean O'Neal
Kari Olson

Samantha Olson
Maegan Otto
Nicole Overton
Cody Owens
Maxwell Perkins
Brooke Person
Cory Pestotnik
Casey Petersen

Drew Peterson
Michelle Peterson
Adam Pfannes
Anne Philo
John Pilk
Amanda Plymale
Brittany Putzier
Michael Rand

IANTED: New educators
: r the future

• SITING with new superintendent, Dr.
--aron Schutte, a student talks about
-e advantages of becoming a teacher.
--a Boone Community School District
as just one of the many employers
_ esented at the job fair.

SOLS of money and employment varied
__resentatives took the time to visit with

about ways to prepare for future

Planning a
career can be
a lot easier
if students
get a chance
to talk to
profession
als about it
first

The gym became think some people that is fair." "Thegot something out Rachel Woiwood
a new place with of it." ('07) purpose of
tables set up and Eric Frank ('06) providing
business people "We used the time to

ready to talk "We tried to talk goof off. I do think this kind
about getting a

with the people that it is a good thing, of thingwould give us prizes though."

It might be my opinion but...
job. and free things." Haylee Burma ('07) is to give

Brian West ('06) kids new"I think we should
"It was fun getting "We got to go around "We got out of class- "Some of our teach- have more things like opportuni-
out of class to get and get free things. I es in the morning ers wouldn't let us this because we don't ties." Mark
my hair done." collected pens and to go down and just go so not everyone have class and it's
Ashley Knowles pencils." hang out with friends. got to go down informative."

('07) Isaac Wolf ('06) It was fun and yet I there. I don't think DanaWade ('06)

TESTING 1,2,3 ... STEPHEN DOSS ('05)
-I TP'd Owen Berg's house with 7 of my friends and we had to run from the
cops."



BOWLING GRADES
PEwas a required class and
students had varied opinions
on the difficulty of the different
units of study.

'TAKING a break, seniors not only get to bowl,
but they also get to eat while they are at the
bowling lane. Mrs. Madson warned students
to use the time to work on improvement.

'CELEBRATING a possible strike, Calista
Crouthamel ('05) enjoys the time at the lanes.
Seniors traveled by bus to the the bowling
lanes.

'USING a little body language, Ben Borsos ('05)
attempts to get the ball down the center of the
lane. Seniors got to go bowling during PE and
the juniors spent time roller skating.

What would you do for it?
Angela West ('07) "I volunteer to work in the
attendance office during my study hall because
I get to run around the halls during the class
period. I also get to have some of the food
teachers bring in."

Dane Titman ('07) "I am used to having food
whenever I want it. I don't have to work for it."

Jess Robinson ('06) "It's great to take publica
tions and journalism because we can have pot
lucks for deadlines. I am famous for my pickle
wraps."

Courney Williams ('05) "I took MOC from
Mrs. Dufelmeier. Usually,we don't get to have
a break much, but for our graduation, she
brought cake and punch for us. It was a really
nice thing to do."

Anna Sunstrom ('05) "I became involved in
the Spotlight and in drama just because of the
relaxed atmosphere. We get to bring food after
a deadline in journalism and we get to bring
food to practices in drama.

@PEOPLE

Congratulations to Class of 2005!

Golden Corral Family Steak House
1312 S. Story St. • Boone • 432-7399



== EIVING instruction on the correct way to load a
ber. Mrs. Rhonda Getschman helps Dan Schlieman

- -er they served a dinner to a group. The Chef-a
spent much of the second semester catering small
and making cookies and bars for the entreprenuer

. The four chef-a-tears were seniors Dan Schlieman,
Schaefer.Jeremy Pritchard and Ryan Greco.

Brylie Reed
Matthew Reinken
Monica Reinken
David Rentschler
Samantha Roberts
Jeremy Robinson
Allison Rogers
Travis Rolph

Thomas Rouse
Casey Ruhnke
Ashley Runge
Dustin Russell
Jason Sandegren
Antonio Santiago Iv,
Abigail Schmidt
Nicholas Schuler

Jennifer Schulke
Ashley Schultz
Cory Sebring
Alyssa Shafer
Alexander Sharer
Casey Shaw
Jace Simpson
Emily Sorber

CONSUMER ADVICE
Family and consumer sciences offer students
variety and scholarships for taking classes.

Trying to figure out what
classes to take often left
people wondering what

they would have to do to make a
change later in their schedules.

"I didn't think I would ever
want to take any class that would
require that I learned about
babies or food, but I did. I loved
it. Mrs. Getschman and Mrs.
Wells are the reasons that people
want to take these classes,"
senior Michelle Laube said.

The FCA department once
started out teaching about
cookinq and sewing. Over the
years, the changes happened
and students began taking more
than one class.

"In order to graduate, students
have to take one vocational
credit. They usually take a Foods
class for that and then move on
the some of the other things that
are offered," Mrs. Carolyn Wells

said.
Baby-think-it-over is used in

the parenting classes. There
are two different kinds of babies.
First year students took a baby
home that was easier to take
care of. The second year
students took a special needs
baby home. This baby required
more attention. They also had
to keep the baby for a full week.

·LEARNING about the need for good nutrition,
members of the FCS classes, take the information
and apply it to daily life. Students took classes in
order to learn how to survive after graduation.

TESTING 1,2,3... ASH RUNGE ('07)
any girls I know DONT want a serious relationship."



Sara Sprecher
Rachel Sprengeler

Emily Stanton
Patrick Statz

Chad Stedman
CiJe{syStevens

Jennifer Stoneburner
Allison Stotts

Kelsey Stumbo
Phillipp Tarnow

Ashley Tellinghuisen
Eric Thiel

Trinity Thompson
Shana Thongsouk

Dane Titman
Crystal Toms

Jerrod Vancannon
Rachael Vancannon

John Venner
Laurry Wailes
Kyle Walker

DanielleWalters
Sarah Walters
Brett Warrick

STUDYING WORKS
Being prepared for classes
helps not only with grades
but relieves stress j •

·CHECKING out their chemistry lab
assignment, Sarah Elis ('06) and Emily
Olson ('05) work together by reporting results
for recording. Mr. Bowman required that
students wrote labs using correct scientific and
grammatical text.

·WORKING with the math student teacher, Nick
Kriegle(,07) tries not to laugh as Brett Warrick and
Jesse Frank ('07) ignore him. Many students find it
nice to have student teachers in the classrooms.

BPEOPLE

FAST FACT

Because of
the importance
placed on open
campus, fewer
students came
to class tardy the
second semester
compared to first.

DRESS CODE

Even though the new rule won't go into effect

until 2005-2006, the students participated in

writing the guidelines for the new dress code.

Boone I Iowa

BETTEN Associates
1404 S. Marshall St. • • 515-432-1524



HING an assignment, students try to concentrate on
g it done correctly. Because students often left during
rudy halls, they had to work harder in class to get the
done.
NG the books in the halls, Sam Duffy ('06) tries to
signment done before class. Students tried to get
ortable as they could in the halls in order to do their

mere.

Matthew Warrick
Stephanie Welch
Shanna Wenzel
Angela West
Ashley West
Jeremiah Wetherby
SarahWhite
Chris Whitten

Kelsie Wildeman
AllisonWilliams
Isaac Wolf
RyanWoods
EmilyWrage
Meghan Young
Ashley Yungclas

STUDYING CHALLENGES
Trying to hold down a job and get homework
done takes the patience many don't have

Staying in school and yet
holding down a job wasn't
the easiest thing a teen

could do. However, because
of the importance of a diploma,
school still had to come first.

"My teachers say that school
has to come first but I can make
more money at my job than some
of the teachers so why take
time out to study?" senior Joe
Graham said.

Teachers tried to be as patient
as possible with the employment
situation. However, they didn't
give in much if students were late
to class because they overslept.

"I understand that kids need
jobs. I would never tell them
not to work. I do have problems
with freshmen and sophomores
working so many hours," math
teacher Mr. Doug Gould said.

The law stated that students
under the age of 16 could not

work past 8:00 at night. However,
many students could tell you
that there were employers that
violated that law.

"I know that younger kids work
at some places in town past 8:00.
They just can't complain about it
or they will lose their jobs," senior
Joe Craven said.

Studying and working added
to budget and stress.

'USING the IMC to work on a research topic, Liz
Bravard (,07) gets away from everyone else in order
to do her work. Because the halls often were noisy,
students had to look for a quieter place.

TESTING 1,2,3... PAIGE WOODRIDGE ('09)
I could see someone in a reality TV show, I would love to see Dillon Hilsabek
9) in one."



Ashley Alexander
Nickolas Allen
Rebecca Allen
Ashley Aman

Alexander Andersen
April Anderson

Dalton Anderson
Nickolas Anderson

Robert Anderson
Zachary Anderson
Katie Aspengren

Tashington Austin
Bethany Bachman

Alex Bade
Daniel Baker
Amanda Ball

Hanna Balm
Rachel Barker

Lindsey Barrett
Kelli Bass

Aaron Bazis
Nicole Beer

John Bergeson
Bryce Beyerink

r-------------------~"I really enjoy the way Mr.
Schrieber teaches. He makes
us understand the things in
history that made the world
the way it is today. Give him a
chance to talk about the wars
and tanks, and he will get off
the subject for the entire class
period.

·Daniel Gorman
('08)L ~

·TAKING time to make sure the kids are doing
it right, Mr. Mark Hanna helps the peer helpers
with their cookie day. Mrs. Getschman helps
her class with the ingredients for the dish they
are making. David Eastlund tries to cut glass in
crafts class.

How DO YOU STUDY FOR THE SEMESTER TESTS?

"Semester tests
can often be a
punishment rather
than a learning
experience. I hope
we get the semester
test option."

Mrs. Jeanne
Duffy

Counselor

I read it I try to forget Tests? I don't sleep I just review
"I study the night "I like to ignore the "I didn't know I "It's that's not true. "I try to keep up
before the test." we have to take had to take tests. Really, I just try my so I don't have
Jenny Shulkey 'emit Guess I don't best." to cram." JD

('07) Kayla Toms('05) Alex Wiley ('06) Cody Mallicoat ('06) Wonderly ('06

I GIVE them!
"I hated them in high
school so I try to help
kids keep up."
Mr. Brett McDonald

BPEOPLE 1015 Union Street 515-432-8475

Congratulations Pat Schaefer and Aaron Mack

Boone Country Hospital Rehab. Services
• Boone •



°ATIEMPTING to lift a heavier weight, Brady Green
('06) works in the weight room in order to get into
shape for tennis. Brady competed on the varsity
team.

°VISITING in the hall, these juniors spend time
catching up during their noon hour. Even though

Karl Billings
Melanie Bloomquist
Brittany Bodensteiner
Bradly Booton
Jessica Borton
Delaney Brakey
Andrew Brewer
Aaron Briley

Jennifer Brown
Trent Brown
Courtney Bunting
Don Burkhart
Ethan Carper
Ryan Carswell
Amanda Carter
Madison Church

Cara Claassen
Cassandra Clark
Kristen Colpoys
Robin Cornelius
Nicholas Cosentino
Whitney Crook
Kyle Culp
Madysen Dally

DAYS FILLED WITH
ENTERTAINMENT
Students find variety of
ways to cope with school
d

°CHECKING out the food in Foods class, Matt
Pfannes ('06) shows off the creativity. Students
had to make food taste and look good.

TESTING 1,2,3 ... SARAH TRUDEAU ('06)
e best PE game that we play in class are the ones where we don't

aye to dress,"



Nicole Danna
David Darby
Kevin Derry
Taria Dillon

Eric Dorr
Elizabeth Dubert
Stacey Duncan

Brek Ealy

Aaron Edelman
Katelyn Elsberry

Michael Erb
Stephanie Erb

Nicole Erickson
Ronnetta Faulkner

Jamie Faust
Cassandra Fehr

Jesse Fehr
Lindsay Fitzgerald

Daniel Foley
Drennon Ford

Alicia Franklin
Caroline Freese
Mitchell Gage
James Gatley

EXTREME SPORTS:
Competitions in the
classroom help students
remember facts.

CHECKINGout the map in world history, students
get ready for a class presentation about the tun
dra. Students prepared visuals and a presentation
after researching a topic.

·COMPLETING his pot, Nick Herrick ('05)
adds paint to the fired clay. Students had the
freedom to create any kind of project they
wanted in Pottery class.

GPEOPLE

FAST FACT

"I loved the way Mrs. Bass changed
the "bend and snap" movie line from
'Legally Blonde' to "factor and reduce."
Hey, it helped me to remember it."

-Emma Reinertson ('05)

Studying for the
top grade used
to be important.
Now, just getting
homework done
is enough.

Hwy.30

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

Moffitt's Ford, Lincoln, Mercury
• Boone I Iowa • 515-432-6336



EATING a rope pot, students try to keep things
so that the pot will not collapse. Students tried

ake pots on the wheel as well as the rope pots.

-COMPLETING a writing assignment,Chealse
anach ('07) gets ready to hand in her homework

::ssignment. Students usually received time at
_ end of the class periods in order to complete

::ssignments.

Breanna Good
Clarence Goodman
Daniel Gorman
Connor Green
Lindsay Greiner
Amber Gross
Jana Grove
Amanda Gustin

Natasha Gustin
Molly Haberl
Christopher Hansen
Ashley Hanson
Andrea Harken
Logan Harrington
David Henry
Dillon Hilsabeck

Kayla Hinders
Cassandra Hodges
Nicholas Honkomp
Chris Howard
Matthew Hurley
Natasha Hurley
Rhiannon Hurt
Taylor Huston

Learning to hammer
Construction class meets new teacher and
faces new and challenging projects

It's always difficult to meet a
new teacher. Especially when
the previous one developed a

good rap with his students.
At the beginning of the

school year, the Industrial Tech
department welcomed a new
teacher, Mr.Tyler Patton. He was
in charge of the construction and
blueprint classes.

"I wasn't that convinced that
Mr. Patton was going to be able
to handle us. By the end of the
year, he proved to us that he
knew what he was doing," senior
Eric Baker said.

The projects done in the
classes varied from small frames
to large gun cases. The students
learned how to handle the power
tools as well as read blueprints.

"I tried to do thingsthatshowed
mehowto doharderthingsinthe
future,"seniorStephen Doss said.

Another project done in the

construction class was small
buildings. The community was
not as involved in volunteering
projects, just because money was
tighter than in past years.

"We started a garage at the
end of the year. Because of the
rains, we had to stop for a while.
I am thankful for those who came
back the last week to finish it," Mr.
Patton said.

.DISCUSSING the right way to handle the
construction problem, Danny Jenkins ('05) tries
to convince Brian Price ('05). Students started
from scratch when they took the class.

TESTING 1,2,3 ... SAM DUFFY ('06)
"On snow days, I looked up facts on the Internet because if I don't
now everything about a subject I like, I feel awkward." FRE



RECOGNITION
Students and teachers show
appreciation to administration
for support of journalism and
publications programs.

'VISITING with other administrators, Mr. Joe
Kirchoff, superintendent, Mrs. Carolyn Clark,
Asst. Principal, and Mr. David Kapfer relax at
the reception held in Kapfer's honor honor.

'SHOWING the certificate he received for Iowa
High School Press Administrator of the Year,
principal, Mr. David Kapfer acknowledges
his surprise to advisors Jane Dupuis and Ann
Haugland.

'GOING through an interview with Matt
Carlson of the BNR, Mr. Kapfer is surprised by
an impromptu faculty reception in his honor.
The newspaper and yearbook staffs hosted.

@PEOPLE

Congratulations to Iowa Schools' Class of 2005!

Iowa High School Athletic Assn.
1605S.Story St.· Boone

·GETTING ready to explain how to
raise sheep, Emily Hansen ('07) and
Jarrett Oson ('06) check to make sure the
animal is clean.

Talking to the animals

Jordan Cook ('06) "I took some of the ag classes
because it was a break in the day."

What helps with distraction?
Jessica Thompson ('05) "I tried to get as
involved as I could in FFA. I particularly wanted
to get involved in the pork queen contest. I
studied as much as I could and represented the
county at State."

Brian Derry ('08) "It's a good idea to take some
of Dodd's classes. He has more knowledge
about agriculture than anyone else around. You
couldn't learn this in college."

Dan Foley ('08) "I knew that I was interested
in some of the ag classes. I love being around
the animals. I also like the field trips that we
take during the year. The state conference was
the best."

Donald Burkhart ('08) "I became much more
involved in the ag classes than I ever thought
I would. I have always had an interest in
farming. I live outside of town and have grow
up seeing what the life is like."

see the faces
of the BttIekids
when they saw
the animals. n

Jenny Hansen
('05)



Zachary Janes
Alison Jay
Jessica Jenkins
Nicolas Jones
James Kelly
Samantha Kelly
Kelli Kepler
Brandon Kew

Courtney Kiefer
Samantha Kirby
Bryant Knox
Kirsten Koenig
Jessica Krauth
Alex Kretzinger
Therese Kuster
Allyson Ladd

Ericka Langmade
Chelsea Larson
Zachary Larson
Molly Lehman
Brittney Linczer
Benjamin Lucas
Tyler Lurvey
Stephanie Majors

·HANDLING a calf at the FFApetting zoo,
Logue ('07) tries to explain the benefits of rais
farm animals such as the pigs above. The
raised hogs, calves and chickens and sold them
butchering them.

TESTING 1,2,3... DEREK PROUTY ('06)
':If I could go anywhere on a road trip, I would go to Montana because
you can go 80 mph."



PEER FRIENDSHIPS
Peer helpers help with the
academic as well as the
entertainment

·KEEPING score, Chelsey Truckenmiller (,07) tries
to keep track of the basketball game as well as pie
sales. The peer helpers used the benefit b~sketball
to raise money for needy people.

·COORDINATING the sales of the desserts, fans
try to convince others to get involved with the spirit.
The goal of the group was to raise the bids on
homemade foods, all in fun and all in an attempt to
get some great treats.

.REACHING to the ceiling, Mallory Hicks ('05)
makes an attempt to intimidate the opponents. The
boys and girls basketball teams played as well as
any other students who wanted to play.

VOLUNTEERISM

Students gave freely of their time to help

others. In return, they received community

service points and credits toward graduation.

FAST FACT

Students helped
others with their
classwork. Peer
tutoring involved
both elementary
and middle school
students.

@PEOPLE

Congratulations Seniors!

KWBG
724 Story Street • Boone, Iowa • 515-432-2046



ENIORS had more than their share of fun at their
peer helper benefit ballgame. Pat Schaefer, Danny

- chliernanand Owen Berg cheer on their teammates in
er to get them all riled up.

-GETTING a kick out of the players' crazy moves, seniors
- ee DeLance and Kayla Toms find it hard to believe
their friends could act so crazy. Students tried to let

_ erything go so they could entertain the crowd and make
much money as possible.

Madison Mallicoat
Clinton Martin
Mary Martin
Hector Martinez, Jr.
Cole McCombs
Mylan McDanel
Hannah McDowell
Brittany McKinney

Mary McMullan
Casey Meeks
Christopher
Brandon Messerly
Kyle Meyer
Kelsie Milburn
Andrea Miller
Katlyn Miller

Michelle Miller
Zackary Miller
Jesse Mitchell
Typhannie Mitchell
Traci Moklestad
Joshua Moline
Arianna Molitor
Jeremy Moore

Artistic efforts speak volu
Taking some of the classes allows studen
express their creativity and intelligence

The classes that offered a
chance to do more than just
read a book and take tests

began to attract more students
every year.

Students constantly worked
to fit hands-on classes into their
daily schedules.

"I just wanted to have a break
during the day so I took an art
class. I wasn't that good, but I
tried it," junior Joel Kramer said.

Another class that attr
students because of the va
was advanced speech. Stu
gave speeches in addition
editing video.

"We got to produce the
video. I can't believe how
it takes to do that," senior L
McGrath said.

The school day was bu
everyone but the day went
if there was activity in the cI

TESTING 1,2,3 ... ANTHONY WOOD ('06)
-My favorite toy when I was a kid was legos because you could build anything."



Katie Morrissey
Lindsey Mortenson

Linda Mui
Jesica Nelson
Jessica Nelson

Jordan Nystrom
Marci Nystrom

Kathryn O'Brien

DanielO'Tool
Rhaechel Ohge
Cassie Olson

Alaina PeebIer
Nathaniel Pendarvis

Maggie Pestotnik
Kyle Peterson

Amanda Pfannes

Kristine Pfannes
Sid Pitt

Courtney Poling
Benjamin Powers

Trey Price
Koby Pritchard
Leah Redeker

Bailey Reinhart

In other words ...
The bell rings and the students
head for the front door..~It
couldn't happen at a better
time...3:10.Homework became

"1want to do the best I can in my classes. 1
know how important scholarships can be."

•Ben Getschrnan ('07)

BPEOPLE

·TEACHING more than just the book talk, Psychology
teacher, Mrs. Angie Sears attempts to get the students
involved in the discussion. Mrs. Sears started the year
as a single woman and was married at Christmas time.

·Science labs challenged as well as educated juniors
and seniors. In spite of the fact that the class was
difficult, students knew they had to take it for college.

Congratulations to the Class of 2005!

Boone Shopping News
Boone • 515-432-6694 and 432-1234

Boone Today
2136 Mamie Eisenhower •



Kelly Ricklefs
Lucas Riesselman
Nathan Ross
JoshuaRuby
Jasmine Santiago
Abbey Schaffner
Sierra Schnoebelen
Theron Schroeder

Zachery Scott
Zachary Seeman
Hannah Severson
Kyle Shadle
Stephanie Shipley
Kara Sickau
Casey Smith
Jenna Smith

Teryn Smith
Shelbi Snowgren
Blaine Snyder
John Solomon
Anna Statz
TeresaSteinkamp
Shayla Stephenson
Alexander Steward

TECHNOLOGY HELPS
STUDENTSWITH WORK

·ADJUSTING an overhead projector
Abby Schmidt ('07) tries to get her work
to fit the space on the wall. Much of
the time that students spent in the hall
required that they try to figure out how
to do things with little teacher help.

-CLASSROOM attention meansthat students
::taylook for ways to look like they are listening

the teacher. Most of the time, daydreaming
'asmore on the minds of the students.

Teachers try
to get the
attention of
the students.
At times, the
strategy
works
because kids
like enter
tainment.

Grades tell done." good writer. I thought The bigJoe lndvik ('06) we would hate read-parents and kids ing it but it was so test at the
that the class "Mrs. Sears was much fun...especially end of the
was either too crazy. I tried to the sword fights."

day washard or kids make sure that I Sterling Heiner ('06)

didn't try. was in class every did youday because she "Taking foods classes
was so funny." and the textiles have the

It might be my opinion but... "I liked the kinds Tory McMahon classes really helped answersof things we did in ('05) me. I hope to use this
"I always hated to "I try hard just because journalism. We spent in the future." right on

play games. Just I want to make sure time trying to decide "I liked the way Ashley Reuter ('05) when it
give me the work I stay eligible for my what we want for the Mr. Behm tries to
and I'll try." sports. next issue and then convince us that "They do little for me came to
Stephen Merk Dan Lynch ('07) worked as a team Shakespeare is a

in order to get it all

TESTING 1,2,3... MICHAEL MARTZ ('07)
'If I could change places with someone, it would be someone who I am close
friends with to see how stupid I can be,"



Kevin Stewart
Matthew Stone

Jessica Stoneburner
Dylan Stormer
Joshua Stover

Lucas Stukenholtz
Tyler Sunstrom

Kathrynne Terrell

Taylor Thornburg
Amanda Tilley
Leesa Tjernagel

Tamalina Towlerton
David Trammell

Emily Tripp
Nicholas Troe

Elizabeth Vancannon

Hilarie Vancannon
Jolynn Vancannon

Juan Vilmain
Thayne Vinchattle

Clara Volker
Anne Watkins
Spencer Welch

Madison Welterlenr-----------------~-~"I started my job here thinking
I'd be working in the class
rooms with students as they
tried to use technology. The
direction has changed during
the years that I've been here.
At one time, we tried to figure
out how to get all students to
learn word processing. Now it's
automatic. "

·Mrs. Jan Johnson, retired
·WORKING on a computer, Brittany Feldman
and Ross Tuttle ('06) show they are very
comfortable using the keyboard. Students
most often turned to the computer to complete
assignments and felt they knew how to set up
projects.~-----~-------~-----~

WHAT IS SOMETHING YOU USE TECHNOLOGY FOR?

"The computers
in this school have
constantly changed.
I left for a year
and came back to
completely new
machines."

Mr. Ted Hora,
retired

Cell Phone
"I live with my
phone in my hand.
Mallory Lonergan

Text Messaging Assignments
"I talk to my friends "I do my work on
this way." computers."
Sarah Hodgson Molly Jay ('05)

Art work Download music
"I couldn't draw "It's the way I get
without overheads." my songs."
Tera Barrett ('05) Ryan Mack ('05)

Cell Phone
"It keeps me
connected to home."
Kristin Colpoys ('08)

@PEOPLE

Way to Go, Seniors!

People' s Clothing
808 3rd St. 432-6637



Brandon West
Chelsea White
Rachel Wicks
Miles Wiese
Amelia Wilson
Joel Wilson
Rebekah Wilson
Candice Wisecup

Jessica Wisecup
Nicholas Woods
Paige Wooldridge
TylerWrabek

DAYS FILLED WITH
ENTERTAINMENT
Students find a variety of
ways to cope with school
days.

oATIENDING to parents calling in about their child's
absence, Mrs. Jodi Sunstrom keeps a log on the
computer. Mrs. Sunstrom came into the attendance
office during second semester.

°USING the old-fashioned piece of technology, the
pencil, Clarissa Davis ('05) tries to do her work in
study hall. Students had no computers available in
the study hall.

-WHILE students were in classes, Kelly Eckart
('06) tries to use study hall to take care of some
long overdue homework.

TESTING 1,2,3... ANNE VOLKER('06)
"I think we should give roaming teachers their own office, use special ed rooms for
storage and use the rest of the building to expand departments, especially music!"


